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SUMMARY 

 

The man has been engaged in hunting since the very existence of human being. 

Initially the hunting activity only served  for the purpose of nutrition, however later on the 

hunting became a matter of social presentation. The hunting was not controled for just a long 

time. As late as in Celtic, German and first of all in Roman law the right to hunt was defined. 

In connection with the growth of human population, concetration of population in 

certain regions and in connection with property differentiation and because of the fact that the 

land an forests gradually became private ownership, the right to hunt was only exercised by 

rulers of relevant territories. 

However, as the number of animals was decreasing, the rulers started to realize that 

the animals should be protected. Therefore they started to issue various instructions and 

limitations related to hunting. The hunting conditions were gradually changing, the animals 

were not only hunted, but also protected and economically exploited. 

Since then we can speak about a special branch of hunting defined as an activity 

focused on exploitation of restorable natural  assetts including animals, and corresponding 

legal regulations on control of hunting in individual regions have been issued. 

Among the rulers that used to rule on our territory, it was the empress Maria Teresia 

(1740-1780), her son Josef II (1780-1790) and first of all the Austrian emperor Franz Josef I 

(1848-1916) who intervene into the right to hunt in a most significant way. 

After desintegration of the Austro-Hungary and formation of the Czechoslovak 

republic the old regulations about hunting survived. In the period of the 1st republic there was 

hardly any legislative activity in the field of legal regulation of hunting. 

As late as after the Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia was formed and the German 

pattern of hunting was accepted, significant changes occured in the field of hunting and they 

had impact on  this field of activity for just a long time 

After liberation of our republic in 1945 fundamental legal regulations in the field of 

hunting were issued. Until 2001 two hunting acts applied for our territory. 

Since 2001 the field of hunting has been regulated by the Act No. 449/2001 Sb., on 

hunting, that was modified acccording to the European Community law after the Czech 

Republic acceeded the European Community. 

My thesis is devoted to rather comprehensive description of legal regulation of hunting 

on our territory in past, followed up by analysis of the applicable hunting regulations at 
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present. In further chapters the attention is devoted to the hunting law in European 

Community, and in the end the hunting legal regulations in Slovak republic is described. 
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Klíčová slova - Key words 

 

 

Právo - law  

   

Myslivost -   hunting  

  

Úprava  -  regulation 


